Franklin EHE Advisory Committee 5/28/2020
Attendance
Tara Britton

Ronald Murray

Matthew Wilmot

Emily Campbell

Jacob Shrimplin

Dennis Collier

Melissa Federman

Tommy Sampson

Sean Hubert

Taneisha Fair

Brandon Chapman

Lea Dooley

Audrey Reagan

Samuel R. Terry

Agenda
I.

Welcome and Check-In
a. Check-In Question: “What are your strengths?”

II.

Intro of CCS & Work in HIV
a. Completed work in Harm Reduction, and house Aids Funding Collaborative
b. Report on syringe service programs in State of Ohio
c. Helped with getting federal dollars for syringe services
d. HHS policy work at all levels of government
e. Provide research on various issues & inform policy makers
f. Tara’s previous work in Ryan White Part A & she and Melissa’s work in Integrated Care

III.

Goal of EHE for Committee
a. No new HIV infections
b. The end of a multi-generational war; making PrEP accessible for youth
c. Defining what ending HIV looks like for PLWH as they improve their lives
d. Focus on LGBT health disparities & dive into why disproportionately affecting minority
populations
e. End the stigma – that in itself is an epidemic; End the hate towards PLWH
f. Getting to 0
i. But how do we do this?
ii. Institutional racism is hindering this
iii. Form new strategies focused on governing on the margins and centering very
specific needs on the margins
g. Need to be better informed on resources available

IV.

Review of summary of EHE planning
a. Strengths
b. What is missing?
i. Pillar 1
1. Provide emphasis on “LGBTQ Health 101” to youth where it is not
available especially for African Americans to aid in prevention, and
diversifying healthcare
2. Be cautious not to target specific groups in that

c. Who wasn’t heard from?
i. Not sure who all participated in sessions; should look over that to capture
groups who were not apart previously of focus groups
ii. African American MSM were apart of those focus groups, but were mostly
already actively engaged)
iii. Other people of color, transgender, non-binary, and youth
iv. Initiative to reach out to faith-based communities to assist BMSM members
1. Action Item: Lea Dooley/Audrey can provide a contact for someone
who has done a dissertation for Tommy Sampson to look into this
v. Action Item: Start a Google Doc where we list those who still need to be
reached & send link
vi. Action Item: Tara connect with Dwayne to establish reaching out to Equitas
volunteer pool
d. Engagement, incentives, location, accessibility, etc.?
i. Pillar 1
1. Make telehealth more accessible and capitalize on technology that
more youth are comfortable using
2. Be mindful of stigma that may be in messaging we use to reach target
groups
3. Focus on connecting with CBO’s to help with engagement
4. Find strategies to engage those w/o access to technology
5. Be cognizant of where our barriers will lie as we engage
e. Will finish addressing the others in next meeting
V.

Advisory Committee Schedule (will address next week)

